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IN A PIG’S NOSE! 
ON THE TYRANNY OF TRADITION 

(or FROZEN TRANSLATIONS)1 

 

Introduction 

Translation is no slight task, and those who pursue it vocationally deserve our most heartfelt thanks and 

admiration. Translators are often challenged by verses of Scripture that contain, e.g., textual difficulties, terms with 

an uncertain lexical value, or ambiguous syntax. Nonetheless, the translator must produce a version of even the 

most ambiguous and difficult verse; that is his or her responsibility. 

Many of the proverbs proper—those following Pr 10.1a—are difficult to translate. Gnomic compression, 

syntactic ambiguity2, lexemes with uncertain semantic load, opaque metaphors, and cultural distance challenge even 

the best translators. These difficulties, however, are often invisible due to the translational tradition(s) within which 

the translator works—the traditional or “received” translation often determines renderings, whether or not the 

translator realizes this influence.3 

The translation tradition is a valuable resource, offering translators and scholars the cumulative wisdom 

and insight of generations past … when the translation is valid. On the other hand, dependence on the tradition 

perpetuates misleading and inaccurate translations (and therefore interpretation and understanding), even when the 

text is free from such challenges as those listed above. 

This tendency to “freeze” a rendering is perhaps especially pronounced when a text has become familiar, 

either because, e.g., it has become liturgically important (e.g., Ps 23.6 (“… goodness and mercy shall follow me, and I 

shall dwell in the house of the LORD for ever”4); Mt 6.9 “hallowed be Thy name”5); is quoted in a popular hymn or 

song, is particularly vivid or striking (e.g., Pr 11.22 (below)); or has attained slogan-like status (e.g., Pr 22.6 (“Train up 

a child in the way he should go …”6), the translator finds him- or herself bound by what we can call the “burden” or 

“tyranny” of tradition, a less-than-felicitous rendering that maintains itself against even the very best translational 

scholarship. Its familiarity guarantees its survival, constraining the translator to produce something very close to its 
                                                 
1This paper was read before the Bible Translation Group of SBL (2005). 
2Pr 11.22 provides a convenient entré into the effect of received translations on the translator (the “weight [or ‘burden’] of 

tradition”). 
3We learn Biblical Hebrew from a teacher or book who him/her/itself learned it from someone else, who learned it … ad 

infinitum. Everyone who reads the Bible in Hebrew read it first in some other language, so that that rendition of the 
text resonates in his or her soul as the “real” meaning of the text. 

4MT as represented by BHS reads: 
y Y"x ; y mey >-lK ' y n IW p d.r .y i d s,x ,w " b A j  % a ; Surely [they] shall-chase-me all-of the-days-of my-life, 

`~y m iy" % r ,aol. hw hy -t y b eB . y Tib .v;w > and-I-shall-return in/to-the-house-of YHWH for length of days. 
 
5The Greek text (UBS/Nestle-Aland) contains three syntactically identical and parallel petitions: 

ag̀iasqh,tw to. o'noma, sou\ May your name be hallowed; 
evlqe,tw h ̀basilei,a sou\ May your kingdom come; 
genhqh,tw to, qe,lhma, sou, May your will be done; 
wj̀ evn ouvranw/| kai. evpi. gh/j) As in heaven also upon earth (NB: “they are”, not “it is”). 

 
6The word rendered “train up” most certainly does not mean “train up”, the “child” is not a child, and the line mentions 

neither “should” nor going. See, e.g., Hildebrand. 
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traditional form, despite what has been learned in the centuries since that form was first produced, or despite what 

the translator knows about the source and receptor languages.7 

In discussing the translation of Pr 11.22, this paper (1) examines the verse in order to determine what 

perceived point of difficulty has given rise to the “received” rendering; (2) evaluates the history of its translation; and 

(3) suggests a more valid rendering. I then suggest that the translational tradition within which translators work 

tends to “freeze” renderings, even when there is no linguistic challenge, so that the knowledge and concerns of even the 

most conscientious and careful translator are overburdened by the “weight of tradition”, perpetuating a “frozen” 

translation.8 

 

Proverbs 11.22 

Table I: PR 11.22 
ry zIx]  @a ;B . bh ' z" ~ z<n <  

` ~ [ ;j ' t r;s 'w > h p 'y " h V 'a i  
(1) Like a gold ring in a pig’s snout 
Is a beautiful woman who lacks [without] discretion. 
(2) A gold ring in a pig’s snout; [is] 
A beautiful woman who rejects discretion. 

 

Both renderings are my own. Rendering (1) typifies the Western translation tradition; I suggest that (2) is a more 

valid rendering of the Hebrew text. 

 

Text & [Main] Versions 

 

The apparatus of BHS lists no textual variants for this verse, although there are several differences between MT, 9 

LXX, and the Vulgate (Table II). The LXX begins each line with a comparative particle (w[sper … ou[twj …), 

creating a simile. Neither conjunction corresponds to an element in the Hebrew text.10 The LXX makes the 

comparison explicit: the ring (but not a “gold” ring) is beauty, the heedless woman a pig. The Vulgate follows the 

Hebrew text more closely by maintaining the metaphor (and its referential ambiguity). None of these differences, 

however, implies or requires a different Vorlage than MT;11 the Hebrew text may be read and translated as it 

stands.12 

 

                                                 
7Every biblical scholar to whom I have mentioned the topic of this paper has immediately, and with great enthusiasm asked if I 

planned to discuss this or that passage (none mentioned Pr 11.22). 
8This result is not always to be laid at the feet of the individual translator, especially in modern Western translations, where the 

final renderings often rest largely upon a committee of overall editors (or even a single general editor) who sit atop a 
multi-layered translational process. 

9The text is that of the MT as represented in BHS; I will use MT to refer to that text. 
10The LXX translator(s) apparently also felt a need that typifies modern versions: to make metaphors into similes. 
11This verse illustrates the “exegetical” translation technique of the Greek translators of the book of Proverbs. 
12A conclusion with which J. Fichtner (who edited Proverbs for BHS) obviously agreed, since he lists no variants. 
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Table II: PARALLEL VERSIONS 
MT/BHS  LXX (Rahlfs) Vulgate (Gryson) 

 H-/G+ w]sper  
~ z<n < = evnw,tion circulus 

bh 'z" = [crusou,n]
13 aureus 

@a ;B. = evn ! r̀ini in naribus 

ry zIx] = ùo,j suis 

 H-/G+ ou[twj  

h V 'a i = gunaiki. mulier 

 ∫14 kako,froni  

h p 'y " = ka,lloj pulchra 

tr;s 'w > H+/G- ---- et ---- 

` ~ [ ;j ' ≠ [kako,froni] fatua 

 

Lexicon 

The last two lexemes in the verse require comment: the participle sārat (sûr), and the noun ta‘am, its apparent 

object.15 

To begin at the end, ta‘am has two referents in Biblical Hebrew: (1) the flavour or taste of food or drink;16 

and (2) some aspect of emotional or mental behavior, usually glossed as “discretion”. 

Job says that YHWH “removes the lip of the faithful, and takes [away] the elders’ discernment” (Jb 12.20). The 

psalmist links ta‘am and knowledge as gifts of God, asking the Lord to teach him “the goodness of discretion and 

knowledge” (Ps 119.66). According to Pr 26.16, “A sluggard is wiser in his own eyes than seven who return ta‘am”, 

implying that ta‘am is an aspect of wisdom (perhaps here, because of its contrast with laziness, diligence (or at least 

the ability to understand and know what needs to be done)). David’s threefold blessing in response to Abigail’s 

counsel—“Blessed be YHWH … and blessed be your discernment, and blessed be you” (1 Sa 25.32-33)—suggests that 

she had given him a divine perspective that had prevented him from avenging himself on Nabal (cf. Ps 119.66). 

Less clear is what David changed when he feared death at the hands of Achish or his servants: “he changed 

his discretion(?) in their eyes, and [so that he] acted like a madman in their hands …” (1 Sa 21.14, paralleled in Ps 

34.1). Perhaps he changed from being noticeably wise, insightful, and discerning into a madman, or perhaps he 

merely changed his behaviour from that of a normal (sane) person with normal tastes. At any rate, Achish 

                                                 
13The adjective is lacking in Vaticanus, the original hand of Sinaiticus, and Alexandrinus; Origen included it in his Hexapla 

under an asterisk, indicating that it was lacking from his exemplar of the LXX, but that he had added it “from out of 
the other editions (i.e., translations) in agreement with the Hebrew” (cited in Rahlfs 1935, XXIX).  

14This symbol means that a corresponding word occurs, but in a different order. 
15A nezem, “ring”, was always gold when its material is mentioned (Gn 24.22; Ex 32.2-3; Jg 8.24-26; Jb 42.11). It could refer to 

either nose rings (Gn 24.22, 30, 47; Is 3.21; Ezk 16.12; Pr 11.22) or earrings (Gn 35.4; Ex 32.2-3; Pr 25.12), or its 
location was not identified (Ex 35.22; Jg 8.24-26; Ho 2.15; Jb 42.11). 

16Ta‘am refers to the taste of manna (Ex 16.31; Nu 11.8), [apparently] the juice of a plant (Jb 6.6), and—in an extended 
metaphor—to the flavour that Moab would have if it were a beverage (Jr 48.11). The verbal root ti‘m always refers to the 
act of tasting, eight times literally (1 Sam 14.24, 29, 43; 2 Sam 3.35; 19.36; Jb 12.11 || 34.3; Jon 3.7), twice 
figuratively (Ps 34.9; Pr 31.18). 
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responded by identifying him as another of the meshugîm, the “madmen”, with whom his court was plagued (1 Sa 

21.16), which shows that David was not acting as the eminently sane person that he showed himself both before 

and after this incident. 

These functions of the noun ta‘am—twelve occurrences in eleven verses—demonstrate that a wisdom-

oriented gloss such as “discretion” is not inappropriate.17 

The second lexical question in this verse is the function of the feminine singular qal participle sārat, from 

the “hollow” root sûr. The participle modifies the noun ’iššā, “woman”; since each is anarthrous its function is 

presumably adjectival (attributive). In the versions which I examined it is  usually rendered “without”18, or “lacks”19 

(each of the other renderings occurs once).20 

Discussion of the function of sārat is infrequent; the focus of most commentary on this v. is on the 

grotesque comparison of a pig to a woman, the shock value that would have come from comparing a [presumably 

Israelite] woman with an unclean animal. The other point, occasionally mentioned, is the function of ta‘am, citing 

the obvious parallel in 1 Sam 25.33. 

In the Bible, the qal of the root sûr21 is usually glossed as “turn aside”, “depart”, &c. It usually occurs with a 

preposition, either min (“from”) or ’el (“to”), regardless of binyan. It occurs a few times without a preposition, as in 

the directional clause “to turn aside right or left”.22 

 
` lwa m of .W ! y m iy " rWs a ' a Ol  I will not turn [aside] right or left (Dt 2.27; cf. 5.32). 

 
Its gloss in Pr 11.22 as “lack”, “be deficient in”, or “without” (or the like) is unique in the thirty versions 

that I have examined.23 Moreover, these English predicates usually gloss other roots, e.g., hisr, “[be] lack[ing]”. 

Why use an anomalous gloss for a common, well-known, and well-understood root? 

Perhaps because this is the only biblical occurrence of sûr in qal without a specified point (“object”) toward 

which or away from which its subject moves. This seems to have prompted R. N. Whybray’s statement that this is “a 

unique use of this verb” (1994, 185).24 

                                                 
17In its other biblical occurrence (Jonah 3.7), the word tia‘am is actually an Akkadian loanword (tiēmu), “decree, order”, which 

shows up in later Aramaic. Cf. also the noun tie‘ēm in Biblical Aramaic (e.g., Ezr 4.8, 9, 17, 19; Dn 2.14; 3.10, 12). 
18KJV (1611 text), ASV, Amplified, RSV, NEB, NRSV, TEV, ESV (8 versions).  
19NAS, NKJV, NASU (1995), NLT, World English Bible, God’s Word for the Nations (6 versions). The Bible in Basic English reads 

“has no”, a rendering doubtless dictated by the lexicon of Basic English. JPS (Jewish Study Bible) has “bereft of”, which 
implies that she has lost something that she once had (an implication upon which the note does not comment). 

20I do not include LXX or the Vulgate, lest my translation skew the picture. 
21Counts vary in the literature (298 (KBL), 300 (Even-Šošan), “about 300 times” (NIDOTTE)), although its distributional 

pattern is agreed upon: qal (c. 160x), hifil (c. 134x), hofal (5x), polel (once). 
22When Abram told Lot that he would go either right or left once Lot chose a direction (Gn 13.9), he used two rare verbs that 

always occur in parallel: ymn, “go right” and sm’l, “go left”. As in Gn 13.9, both refer to turning to one side or the 
other in 2 Sa 14.19; Is 30.21; Ezk 21.21; in 1 Ch 12.2 they refer to slingers who could use either hand. 

23I have not examined each of its 300 occurrences in all thirty versions. 
24He does not discuss what makes it “anomalous” or “unique”. 
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Furthermore, in Pr 11.22 sûr seems to have a direct object, rather than a modifying locative or directional 

phrase,25 and, to compound the anomaly of this usage, this is one of only two occurrences in the poetic books of 

Psalms, Job, and Proverbs in which a form of sûr occurs without a preposition (Table III).26 

 

Table III: QAL OF rWsrWsrWsrWs IN THE BOOKS OF tttt״m am am am a27 

([r;m e) [r; + ! m i  11  

some other object + ! mi 13  

y rex]a ;m e  1 Jb 34.27 

l[ ;m e  1 Pr 27.22 

Total with ! mi 26  

h N "h e 2 Pr 9.4 = 9.1628 

-B. 1 Jb 15.30c 
absolute 1 Ps 14.3 (see note) 

“object”; no preposition 1 Pr 11.22 
Total occurrences 31  

 
In most of its occurrences in qal in these books, sûr is collocated with the preposition min, either alone or as 

the first element of a “compound preposition”,29 a pattern which typifies its syntax throughout Biblical Hebrew.30 

Perhaps the anomaly of the “mission” preposition led to the common rendering that the beautiful woman lacks 

discretion or taste, as in the 1611 edition of KJV: 

As a jewel of gold in swine’s snout, 
so is a fair woman which is without discretion (KJV [text]) 31 

 
In a marginal note, however, the KJV translators glossed sārat as “Heb. departeth from” (rather than “is 

without”),32 a suggestion also made by John Gill (but without mentioning the KJV’s marginal reading):33 “… or, has 

departed from taste”, citing both recedens and recessit (used by Piscator and Schultens, respectively). He goes on to 

describe such a woman as one who has “lost all sense modesty [sic] and chastity; forsaken her husband, and given up 

                                                 
25Hifil of sûr (“remove”, “take away”) occurs regularly with a direct object, both with a preposition (Jb 9.34; 12.20; 27.5; 33.17; 

Pss 18.23; 39.11; 66.20; 81.7; 119.29; Pr 4.24; 4.27; 28.9) and without (only in Jb 12.24; 19.9; 27.2; 34.5; 34.20). I 
have not examined its occurrences outside these books. 

26In Ps 14.3a sûr is “absolute”, lacking both object and preposition: r s ' lK oh ;, “each one [the whole (of mankind?)] has turned 
aside”. 

27Sûr occurs in qal in all three books, most frequently in Proverbs, the shortest of these books (Job (8x), Pss (8x), Pr (14x)). 
28This represents a single functional occurrence; the author to paralleled the invitations of Wisdom (9.4) & Folly (9.16). 
29Its second occurrence in Jb 15.30 governs the preposition b-: “He will not depart [lo’ yāsûr] from darkness / Fire withers his 

shoot / And he departs [weyāsûr] with/by [b-] the breath of His [his (own)?] mouth”. According to Elphaz, the wicked 
will most certainly perish, either by divine wind (or fiat), or by his own weakness (“breath”). 

30In about one-half of its occurrences in hifil, where we might expect not only “that which was removed” to be identified, but 
also “that from [or to] which” it was moved, sûr lacks a preposition; when there is a preposition, it is almost always min. 

31All italics are original, except those in the Vulgate, which are merely to visually separate the original from my translation. 
32The lack of italics for the word “from” in the marginal reading suggests that the translators felt that this was so much a part of 

the function of sûr that they did not consider its use in English to be an addition to the text. [Words were italicized in 
KJV to show that they did not correspond to a specific element in the original Hebrew or Greek, a tradition continued 
by, e.g., NASB.] 

33His commentary is based on—or interacts with—the text of KJV. 
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herself to the embraces of others” (1853, 489). Gill thus sees this attractive woman as one who has abandoned or 

rejected that which she once knew.34 His understanding seems to be reflected in Tanakh: “… a beautiful woman 

bereft of sense” (JPS 1999), since “bereft” implies a loss of what one had. 

The Bible Commentary, which is based on KJV and includes the original marginal note (i.e., “Heb. departeth 

from”), says merely that “without discretion” is “Lit. ‘without taste’” (Cook 1871-1881, 561). 

The rendering “lacking” or “without” reflects much more than the past four centuries, as both the LXX and 

Vulgate show (cf. Table I), although their renderings are more exegetical, each using an adjective to represent the 

participle+object syntagm of MT: 

 

Table IV: LXX & VULGATE 
w@sper e*nwvtion e*n r&ini u&ov", 
ou@tw" gunaikiV kakovfroni kavllo". 
As an earring in a nose of a pig 
thus [is] beauty to/for a heedless woman.35 
circulus aureus in naribus suis 

mulier pulchra et fatua 
A circle of gold in a pig’s nose; 
a woman beautiful and foolish.29 

 
The book of Proverbs often mentions those who “lack” or are deficient in some quality, using either a form 

of the root hisr, “lack”,36 or the negative quasi-verbal ’ên, “there is not” or “without”.37 If the intended meaning was 

“lacking” or “without”, either of these could have been used, without anomaly or confusion. 

The usual function of sûr has not been completely ignored, however. The KJV marginal gloss  says that the 

Hebrew means “departeth from” (above),38 but the NET Bible and the Soncino commentary on Proverbs are the 

only versions that I found that actually follow this reading in their main text,39 reading: “turneth aside from” 

(Soncino) and “rejects” (NET Bible).40 The commentary merely translates sārat as “that turneth aside” (Cohen 1946, 

70),41 without elaboration or further comment. 

Oesterley criticizes the KJV’s rendering of this verse as “[a] paraphrase which does not fully express the 

original, for the verb used, ‘to turn from’, implies something rather stronger” (1929, 87).42 Both Oesterley and 

Cohen (1946) mention the rabbinic interpretation that “so is the student of the Torah if he abandon himself to 

                                                 
34Since he comments on the KJV, his edition must have lacked the original marginal note. The longest part of his comment 

applies this proverb to the Roman Catholic Church, which Gill condemns as “the scarlet whore”, suggesting that his 
ecclesiology determined his translation, the pure [beautiful] original Church having perverted herself into Romanism. 

35Both translations are my own. 
3612 occurrences in Proverbs: fools “lack a heart” (6.32; 7.7; 9.4, 16; 10.13; 11.12; 12.11; 15.21; 17.18; 24.30); a wicked ruler 

“lacks understanding” (28.16); one who pretends to be rich “lacks bread” (12.9). 
3734 occurrences in Proverbs. 
38The NIV Interlinear glosses wesārat as “turning away from”, but an inter-linear hardly qualifies as a “version” in the usual sense 

of the term; not even all inter-linears, however, follow this rendering (e.g., Green 1978). 
39More distantly, but within the pale of the understanding that I propose (below), the NET Bible reads “rejects”. 
40NET Bible adds the translation note (tn): “Heb ‘turns away [from]’.” http://bible.org/netbible/ (ad loc.). 
41In an extremely cryptic comment Jamieson says: “lit., without (lit., turning aside from [tr ;s ']) taste” (1871, 450). 
42The text in his commentary includes the original marginal notes as footnotes. 
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immorality; …” (Oesterley 1929, 87; emphasis added), a reading which implies that the woman is leaving, turning 

aside from or avoiding discretion [“morality”]. 

In his lay-level commentary, Woodcock says that a beautiful woman “‘shows no discretion’ when she turns 

away and deliberately rejects what is right, appropriate, and involves good taste” (1988, 164-65; emphasis added). 

The commentaries tend to focus on the incongruity of an Israelite wisdom saying that refers to a pig in 

order to make its point, especially citing the “shock value” of comparing a [presumably] Israelite woman to an 

unclean animal. 

Most translations still follow KJV (LXX, Vulgate, &c.). Even the UBS [Translator’s] Handbook on Proverbs 

says that 

The form of the Hebrew [is] … literally: 
“Ring of gold in snout of pig, 

woman of beauty but lacking taste” 
(Reyburn & Fry 2000, 254) 

 
Again, we may ask why this version of Pr 11.22 has not only been maintained through centuries of study 

and analysis, but how it has become enshrined to the extent that it can be considered “literal”? 

After briefly considering the syntax and poetic structure of this verse, I will suggest a rendering and 

interpretation, and make a few comments on the actual question of this paper. 

 

Syntax 

Compression is a fundamental aspect of poetry, and proverbs are (by definition) compact bits of poetic wisdom. The 

very compression that makes proverbial sayings brief and memorable, however, can obscure their syntax, since they 

normally lack many of the usual syntactical signals that help us read them accurately. 

Proverbs 11.22a is consistently rendered as “a gold ring in a pig’s nose”,43 as though (1) the prepositional 

phrase was attributive; and (2) the entire line was the subject of the saying, with an implied copula “between” the 

two lines. In the same way, the adjective yefat (22b) is consistently translated as attributive: “a beautiful woman …” 

Despite the apparently widespread assumption that this v. contains a single predication (i.e., that the swine-

enhancing gold ring is the beautiful woman … (cf. LXX, above)), the general syntactical rules of Biblical Hebrew—

especially when considered in light of the compression and indeterminacy that characterize proverbial poetry—also 

allow us to interpret and render both lines as predications: 

A gold ring is in a pig’s nose!44 
A woman is beautiful, … 

 

                                                 
43There are no exceptions in the thirty versions that I consulted. 
44I justify the exclamation point by the cultural shock value of comparing a woman to an unclean animal (cf. the curiously 

named Levite, Hezir (1 Ch 24.15; Ne 10.21)). The use of the pig suggests, but does not require, the oft-suggested 
foreign origin of this proverb. 
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The second syntactical consideration is the function of the conjunction waw (22b), which is routinely 

unrepresented, most versions rendering this line as “… a beautiful woman who …”45 The conjunction functions as 

the hinge of the line—and of the entire v.—by linking the woman’s folly with her appearance. 

As the tentative rendering (above) suggests, it is possible to interpret this as a contrasting predicate, and 

thus to render the waw as “but”, which might be even more appropriate if the second line is read as a copulative: 

…; A woman is beautiful, but [foolish] 
 

Poetic Structure46 

Ll. MT (BHS) Semantics Syntax Parsing 

22a ry zIx]  @a ;B . bh ' z" ~ z<n <  a . b 4: 2.2 S – P/Adv [pp]  

22b ` ~ [ ;j ' t r;s 'w > h p 'y " h V 'a i  a1 . b1 4: 2.2 S – w+P/ptc – Adv f s Q Ptc 
 
 The proverb is emblematic, 22a being the picture (“emblem”) and 22b the “caption”.47 Since all emblematic 

proverbs are synonymous (to use Lowth’s terminology), the elements and units of the two lines are roughly parallel. 

The gold ring parallels the woman’s beauty, which leaves its location in a pig’s nose to parallel wesārat Ta‘am (the 

phrase in question), and further implies that this phrase describes a quality as undesirable as pork in ancient Israel. 

Despite its lack of comparative particle or conjunction, Pr 11.22 is rendered as a simile48 by all but three 

versions. The Vulgate, Rheims-Douay, and Young’s Literal Translation treat it as a metaphor (see Appendix II).49 

 

A Suggested Rendering & Interpretation 

This proverb could be rendered in a number of ways, all of which validly represent or interpret the Hebrew text. 

This is an “inter-linear” version: 

ry zIx]  @a ;B.  bh 'z"  ~ z<n < 
pig in-nose-of gold ring-of 

` ~ [ ;j ' tr;s 'w >  h p 'y " h V 'a i 
discretion &50-who-turns attractive-one woman 

 
There are two basic renderings: (1) to link the lines by means of a copula, and thus make them a single 

predication; or (2) as two juxtaposed (i.e., asyndetic) clauses. 

 

                                                 
45Slightly more than one-half—fifteen of twenty-nine—versions use this construction. 
46The columns represent, from left to right, the Hebrew text as found in BHS, semantic analysis (letters refer to functional 

semantic units; numerals represent the total number of words in the line, followed by the number of words that make 
up each semantic unit), syntactical analysis, verbal identification. This example is slightly simplified from the form that 
I have developed for extended poems, due to proverbial brevity. 

47After noting that this is the first “emblematical proverb in which the first and second lines are related to each other as figure 
and its import”, Delitzsch says that it portrays “a wife in whom beauty and the want of culture are placed together”, 
although he ends his comment on the verse by saying that this lack is “not without the accompanying idea of self-guilt” 
(1872; 1980, 244). Cf. also Woodcock (1988, 164). 

48This number includes all versions that use “as” or “like”, whether or not they also use “so” (11 versions use “so”). 
49As does the NIV Interlinear. 
50The ampersand (“&”) indicates the presence of waw without suggesting a gloss. 
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(1) A gold ring in a pig’s snout 
Is a lovely woman who avoids discretion. 

(2) A gold ring is in a pig’s snout! 
A woman is51 lovely, but [and] avoids discretion. 

 
The difference between these renderings is relatively insignificant, the second perhaps requiring more effort 

on the part of the reader or hearer to determine the relationship between the lines.52 

On the other hand, the difference between these renderings and the usual the rendering with “lacking” or 

“[being] without” is considerable.53 

If the verse—an implicit warning to the young men who are the book’s primary addressees about the type of 

woman that they should marry—describes a woman who merely lacks discretion, as the usual translation suggests, 

then there is no obvious or inherent barrier to marrying her. A naïve woman could have the ability to learn 

discretion, just as naïve youths and men are called and encouraged to learn from Wisdom (Pr 1-9; esp. 1.2-6 

(above)). 

If, however, the reading suggested in this paper—or one like it, such as Cohen (1946) or the NET Bible—is 

correct, then this verse warns men against marrying a woman whose behavior demonstrates a perverse spirit—one 

who persistently avoids, rebels against, and rejects opportunities to learn or grow in understanding, discretion, and 

wisdom—regardless of how beautiful or attractive she may be. For such a woman is merely another type of the 

contumacious fool described throughout the book of Proverbs, for whom there is no hope until they turn from 

their stubborn perversity and rebellion. 

 

“Frozenness” in Translation 

Why, after centuries of study, and reams of pages discussing every verse in Scripture, and often suggesting better or 

more accurate understanding of particular verses, do certain renderings remain “frozen”? I suggest several reasons—

there are probably more. 

First, and most important, is the simple weight of tradition—the burden of the familiar. Translators (and 

publishers) are constrained by the English translational tradition, and that for several reasons. No modern 

translators begin reading the Bible in Greek, Aramaic, or Hebrew, but usually in one English version, with its 

particular purposes and goals, as well as its way(s) of wrestling with the burden of tradition. No translator therefore 

approaches the text de novo, with no idea of what it says.54 

                                                 
51This copula could also be contingent (“may be”). 
52Difficulty in reading is not entirely undesirable, however, especially in a book that refers to its own contents as “proverbs”52 

(māšāl), “dark sayings” (melîtsā),52 and “riddles” (wehiîdôtām; all 1.6). One of the purposes of the book of Proverbs, 
according to its opening statement (1.2-6), is to enable the naïve and wise alike to grow in understanding; that which is 
transparent does not foster learning or growth, neither of which comes without some effort. 

53The rendering of this verse may be minor in itself, but it is not a matter of mere “academic” interest, pursued in order to 
fatten a c.v. with yet another pedantic paper. 

54Once when teaching New Testament Greek, I used a passage from the LXX for an examination (I do not remember the text). 
The students were convinced that I had made it up—that it was not biblical Greek at all—and they were relatively 
unable to make sense of the passage. This suggested that often their ability to “translate” a passage in the New 
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The issues of learning a language academically (vs. acquiring it “naturally”), and the reductio ad infinitum 

concerning who learned what (i.e., that today’s expert was once a student, encountering Biblical Hebrew or Greek 

for the first time, and who thus learned grammar, lexical glosses, &c. from some source, whether a person or book, 

a source that in its turn learned the language from some other source, …), means that the tools used by exegetes and 

translators are themselves influenced by the translational tradition. The glosses provided by the lexica, for example, 

are often taken from “older” English versions, as a quick glance through BDB will demonstrate. 

Another effect of the weight of tradition is that translations must sound “right” to potential readers. Even 

though, for example, rendering the Tetragrammaton as “Yahweh” or even “YHWH” (instead of the traditional 

phrase “the LORD”)55 would make many passages meaningful rather than merely tautologous,56 to say “Yahweh is my 

shepherd” (Ps 23.1a) would alienate most readers, who might either suspect that “the scholars” are somehow trying 

to pull a fast one (if only because they lack a meaningful point of reference for the name “Yahweh”).57 Renderings 

must therefore fall within parameters that readers will accept as valid—not because they understand the linguistic 

validity of a particular rendering, but due to its relative proximity to the familiar. 

According to Willis Barnstone, about “about 80 percent of the Authorized Version is Tyndale’s 

phraseology” (Barnstone 1993, 208). Comparing nearly any modern version to the AV/KJV will quickly 

demonstrate that a great deal of Tyndale’s work survives today. Modern “translations” revise (i.e., assume and build 

on) the work of the past far more than they “translate” the Hebrew and Greek texts. 

Anyone who has worked under a deadline could also surmise that the need to “get it done” also affects 

translation—there simply isn’t time to look up every occurrence of sûr or the adjective-waw-participle syntagm; and 

under pressure it is human to default to the familiar. 

I think that a further reason may simply be humility. Even when a verse doesn’t seem to mean what the 

tradition says, the translator may be tempted to say “Everyone else must see something here, or know something 

about this [Hebrew] word, that I don’t see or know”. 

I am sure that these reasons could be multiplied many times over. 

We need (1) to recognize that we work within a long tradition of Bible translation; (2) not to allow that 

tradition to control our renderings, even though we cannot help but be affected by it; and (3) to do whatever is 

necessary to question that tradition (e.g., looking up occurrences of nouns, verbs, syntagms). This is not necessary 

for every verse, many of which are perfectly straightforward and have long been translated well. When, however, we 

                                                                                                                                                                         
Testament was directly related to its general familiarity, not to their knowledge of Greek. On another occasion, I asked 
a student who had just flowingly translated a NT passage to explain how he had interpreted a particular syntagm, he 
said “I don’t really understand the Greek; I just know what it says”. 

55I realize that the tradition of “lord” for yhwh goes back to the LXX’s use of ku,rioj (at least); its antiquity does not mean that it 
is helpful. 

56Especially within the monotheistic [Christian] world such a saying is tautologous (who else would “God” be but “the LORD”?), 
as are all statements like “Blessed is the nation whose god is the LORD”, rather than “… Yahweh” (Ps 33.12; the small 
“g” on “god” signals that it functions here as a generic noun). They miss, that is, the claim that the psalmist (e.g.) lives 
in a truly polytheistic culture, and is identifying Yahweh—and not some other god—as his god. 

57The irony in this, of course, is that “Yahweh” is a personal, proper name, whereas “the LORD” is merely a title or function. 
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run across verses where the usual rendering just doesn’t seem to “fit” the original text, we need to be cautious, slow 

down, do the work, and test the tradition against the actual evidence. 

I am not suggesting, incidentally, that the perfect, ultimate, unimprovable translation lies within our reach. 

Translation by its nature is always open to improvement and development. 

I am suggesting that we test our translations against the text itself, as well as against those for whom it is 

being made. My test is fairly simple. If a student handed in the traditional rendering of this passage on a test, would 

I accept it as valid?58 If no, why not? If the text does not appear to say  

Let me end with a caveat and a suggestion. 

First, the warning. The “tyranny of tradition” lays a special burden on those providing a first translation of 

the Bible into a language, since that translation will establish, by its mere existence, the translation tradition for that 

community. This reflects Kenneth Pike’s observation that our first experience of something tends to define it (Pike 

1982, 120).59 I.e., the version that we first read becomes the standard against which all subsequent encounters are 

measured. Hence the tyranny of tradition. 

The translators themselves—especially those who base their translation largely or primarily on either an 

English version or a culturally related version—will be wrestling with their own experience with the Bible,60 so that 

the “new” translation will be partially a product of their own translational tradition. They will also be dealing the 

cultural expectations of the receptor community, many of whom will have their own ideas of what “religious” text 

“from [a] god” should sound like. Translating for the first time requires a long look at the possibility that 

generations later, long after the reasons for any given choice have been forgotten (and perhaps even after the need 

to make a choice has been forgotten), theological argument, social and ecclesiastical controversy may hinge on a 

verb tense or point of syntax. 

Perhaps (and this is the suggestion) we would find it more helpful to adopt the viewpoint of Islam toward the 

Qur’an, which cannot be translated, only interpreted. If we presented our translations of the Bible as mere 

“versions” (sic) or “interpretations” of the biblical text, rather than talking about varieties of “equivalence”, we might 

begin to free ourselves and the Bible’s readers from the tyranny of tradition, and to “melt” or “unfreeze” our 

translations. 

 

-fcp 
All Saints’ MMV 

                                                 
58I have composed a pedagogical Hebrew grammar that uses biblical passages as “exercises” (Putnam 2010). At several points I 

warn students that their translation should not sound like the versions that they know. 
59Thanks to Dr. Bryan Harmelink for helping me relocate this reference. 
60As well as with their theological, exegetical, and cultural traditions, but that is another topic. 
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Appendix A: OTHER “FROZEN” RENDERINGS 
 
Some of these come from my own files, others were mentioned to me in response to the topic of this paper. This is 
obviously a (very) partial list. 
 

Reference Tradition Suggestion Comment/Source 

Gn 34.24  “every battle-ready 
man from his city” 

A. J. Schmutzer; ETS 2005 

Dt 6.4 “the LORD” “Yahweh”/“Yhwh” [all occurrences of yhwh; restore its status as a name, 
rather than a rank, title, or function] 

1 Sam 11.14 “renew the 
kingdom [of 
Saul]” 

“renew [YHWH’s] 
Kingdom” 

J. R. Vannoy, Covenant Renewal at Gilgal (1977)  

Ps 1.1c “sit” 
“seat” 

“settle” 
“dwelling” 

Ps 1.1 is not the progression “walk … stand … sit”, as 
though the point were “growing commitment” or the 
like, but a metaphor that life is a journey, so that 
where you set out (the “counsel” that you seek/get) 
determines where you end up (the “dwelling”) 

Ps 1.3a “planted” “transplanted” These renderings clarify the point that the tree has 
been moved to a place prepared for it, rather than 
“happening” to grow near a water source. 

“streams” “irrigation ditches” 

Ps 23.6b “dwell” “return” The difference is one of pointing (LXX apparently 
read šibtî; MT/BHS reads šabtî). 

Ps 113.9 “barren 
woman” 

“barren wife of the 
house” 

Her barrenness could only be revealed if she were 
married. 

Ps 119 “and I/you 
/… will” 

“so that I/you/…” [all sequences of an imperative followed by 
w+imperfect should be rendered consistently telic (or 
not)] 

Ps 126.6a-b   the lines are parallel and separate predications, not 
subordinated 

Mt 6.9 
(= Lk 11.2) 

“hallowed by 
Thy name” 

“may thy name be 
hallowed” 

&c. (“may thy kingdom come …”), since grammar & 
syntax = parallel 
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Appendix B: RENDERINGS OF PR 11.22 
 

VS (Date) Line A Line B 

MT (BHS) ryz!j& [âB= bh*z* <z#n\ .<u^f* tr̂s*w+ hp*y* hV*a! 
LXX (Rahlfs) w@sper e*nwvtion e*n r&ini u&ov", ou@tw" gunaikiV kakovfroni kavllo". 

[As an earring in a nose of a pig thus [is] beauty to/for a heedless woman —FCP] 
Vulgate (ABS) circulus aureus in naribus suis mulier pulchra et fatua 

[A circle of gold in a pig’s nose a woman beautiful and foolish —FCP] 
KJV text (1611) As61 a jewel of gold in swine’s snout, so is a fair woman which is without discretion. 

ASV (1901) [As] a ring of gold in a swine's snout, [So is] a fair woman that is without discretion. 
Amplified As a ring of gold in a swine's snout, so is a fair woman who is without discretion. 

NAS (1972) As a ring of gold in a swine’s snout, So is a beautiful woman who lacks 1discretion. [mg. 1Lit., taste] 
The Bible in Basic English Like a ring in the nose of a pig, is a beautiful woman who has no sense. 

NKJV (1982) As a ring of gold in a swine’s snout, So is a beautiful woman who lacks discretion. 
NIV (1984); tNIV (2001) Like a gold ring in a pig’s snout is a beautiful woman who shows no discretion. 

JPS (Jewish Study Bible; 2004) Like a gold ring in the snout of a pig Is a beautiful woman bereft of sense. 
NASU (1995) [As] a ring of gold in a swine’s snout [So is] a beautiful woman who lacks discretion. 

New Century (1991) A beautiful woman without good sense is like a gold ring in a pig’s snout. 
World English Bible Like a gold ring in a pig's snout, is a beautiful woman who lacks discretion. 

God’s Word … Nations (1988) [Like] a gold ring in a pig’s snout, [so] is a beautiful woman who lacks good taste. 
NLT (1996) A woman who is beautiful but lacks discretion is like a gold ring in a pig’s snout. 

RSV Like a gold ring in a swine’s snout is a beautiful woman without discretion. 
NEB (1970) Like a gold ring in a pig’s snout is a beautiful woman without good sense. 

NRSV (1989) Like a ring of gold in a pig’s snout is a beautiful woman without good sense. 
TEV (1976) Beauty in a woman without good judgment is like a gold ring in a pig’s snout. 
ESV (2001) Like a gold ring in a pig’s snout is a beautiful woman without discretion. 

Rheims-Douay A golden ring in a swine’s snout, a woman fair and foolish. 
CEV (1995) A beautiful woman who acts foolishly is like a gold ring on the snout of a pig. 

The Message (1995) Like a gold ring in a pig’s snout is a beautiful face on an empty head. 
KJV (1611) [margin] As a jewel of gold in swine’s snout, so is a fair woman which departeth from discretion. 

Soncino (1946) As a ring of gold in a swine’s snout, So is a fair woman that turneth aside from discretion. 
NIV Interlinear (1982) ring-of gold in-snout-of pig beautiful woman but-turning-away-of discretion 

The Interlinear (Jay Green, 1978) (As) a ring of gold in a swine’s snout (so is) a beautiful woman yet turning aside discretion. 
NET Bible Like a gold ring in a pig’s snout, so is a beautiful woman who rejects discretion. 

Young’s Literal (1898) A ring of gold in the nose of a sow— A fair woman and stubborn of behaviour. 
NAB Like a golden ring in a swine’s snout  is a beautiful woman with a rebellious disposition. 

                                                 
61

All italics are original, except those in the Vulgate, which are merely to visually separate the original from my translation. 
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VARIETIES OF RENDERING (SUMMARY) 

Simile62 26  
Metaphor 4 Vulgate, Rheims-Douay, NIV Interlinear, Young’s Literal 
Single clause63 30  
w- (22b)   

“and” 2 Vulgate, Rheims-Douay 
“but” 2 NLT, Young’s Literal 

“who/which” 16  
“without”64 5 RSV, NRSV, NEB (1970), TEV, ESV 

 

                                                 
62

This includes versions that use “as” and “like”, whether or not they use “so” (11 versions use “so”). 
63

I.e., the lines are linked by a copula (usually “is”). 
64

Unlike the majority rendering of this line, these five versions do not use the relative construction (e.g., “… a beautiful woman without good sense” (NRSV)). 
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Appendix C:  THE HEBREW ROOT SÛR IN PSALMS, JOB, PROVERBS 
 

Parsing Gloss to/from  Obj.  Prep.  Reference 

2ms Q V turn from evil N [r'  ! m i 
^y n <y [eB. ~ k 'x ' y h iT. -la ;  

` [r'm e rWs w> h wh y -ta , a r' y > 
Pr 3.7 

Q NC turn from evil N [r'  ! m i 
vp ,n "l. b r;[ /t, h y "h .n I h w"a ] T;  

` [r'm e rWs  ~ y liy s iK. t b;[ ]A tw>  
Pr 13.19 

ms Q Ptc turn from evil N [r'  ! m i [r'm e rs 'w>  a rey " ~ k 'x '  
` x:j eboW  r Be[; t.m i ly s ik .W  

Pr 14.16 

Q NC turn from evil N [r'  ! m i 
!A[' rP; kuy > tm ,a /w< ds , x,B.  

` [r'm e rWs  h wh y  ta ;r.y I b.W  
Pr 16.6 

Q NC turn from evil N [r'  ! m i [r'm e rWs  ~ y riv 'y > tL ;s im . 
` AKr.D ; r cen O Avp .n : rm ev o  

Pr 16.17 
|| 14.27a 

ms Q Ptc turn from evil N [r'  ! m i ` [r'm e rs 'w>  Jb 1.1 

ms Q Ptc turn from evil N [r'  ! m i ` [r'm e rs 'w>  Jb 1.8 

ms Q Ptc turn from evil N [r'  ! m i ` [r'm e rs 'w>  Jb 2.3 

Q NC turn from evil N [r'  ! m i 
~ k'x ' a y h i y n "doa ] ta ; r.y I !h e  ~ d'a 'l ' rm ,a Y Ow:  

` h n "y Bi [r'm e rWs w>  
Jb 28.28 

2ms Q V turn from evil N [r'  ! m i bAj-h fe []w: [ r'm e rWs  Ps 34.15 

       ` Wh p ed.r 'w> ~ Alv ' v QeB ;   

2ms Q V turn from evil N [r'  ! m i bAj-h fe []w: [ r'm e rWs  Ps 37.27 

       ` ~ l'A[l. ! k;v.W   

       y li-W[m .vi ~ y n Ib ' h T '[;w>  Pr 5.7 

2mp Q F turn from my words N y p i-y rem .a i ! m i ` y pi-y rem .a im e W rWs T'- la ;w>   

       ~ y YIx; r Aq m . ~ k' x' tr ;AT  Pr 13.14 

Q NC + l turn from snares of N tw<m ' y veq .m o  ! m i ` tw<m ' y veq .M om i rWs l'  = 14.27b 

       ~ y YIx; r Aq m . h wh y  ta ;r.y I  
Pr 14.27 
|| 13.14a 

Q NC + l turn from snares of N tw<m ' y veq .m o  ! m i ` tw<m ' y veq .M om i rWs l'  = 13.14b 

       ly Kif.m ;l. h l '[.m ;l. ~ y YI x; x r;a o  Pr 15.24 

Q NC turn from sheol N+Adv h J'm ' lAa v.  ! m i ` h J'm ' lAa V .m i rWs  ![;m ;l.   
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1cs Q P turn from  N ^y j ,P'v.m i  ! m i y Tir.s ;-a O l ^y j ,P' v.M im i  Ps 119.102 

       ` y nIt' reAh  h T'a ;-y Ki   

3ms Q F turn from darkness N %v,xo  y NIm i %v,xo -y NIm i r Ws y "-a Ol  Jb 15.30 

       tb,h 'l.v; v Bey : T. W Tq .n :y O  

3ms Q F turn by breath of N wy Pi x:W r  B.  ` wy Pi x:Wr B. rWs y "w>   

       AKr .d; y Pi -l[; r[; N:l; %n Ox]  Pr 22.6 

3ms Q F not turn from it 3fs pr.  ! m i ` h N"M ,m i rWs y "-a Ol !y q iz>y :- t Ki ~ G:   

2mp Q V turn from me 1cs pr.  ! m i !w<[' y le[] Po-l K' y NIM ,m i Wr Ws  Ps 6.9 

       ` y yIk.Bi  lAq  h wh y  [m ;v' -y Ki   

3ms Q F turn from me 1cs pr.  ! m i y NIM ,m i rWs y " vQe [i bb 'le  Ps 101.4 

       ` [d'a e a Ol [ r'   

2mp Q V turn from me 1cs pr.  ! m i ~ y [irem . y NIM ,m i Wr Ws  Ps 119.115 

       ` y h'Ola / t Ac.m i h r'C.a , w>   

       [f'r ' H: Ala / lj oq . Ti-~ a i  Ps 139.19 

2mp Q V turn from me 1cs pr.  ! m i ` y NIm , WrWs  ~ y m id' y ven >a ;w>   

2ms Q V turn from us 1cp pr.  ! m i WNM ,m i rWs  la e l' W rm a YOw:  Jb 21.14 

       ` Wnc.p ;x'  a Ol ^y k, r 'D. t[; d;w>   

2ms Q V turn from us 1cp pr.  ! m i WNM ,m i rWs  la e l' ~ y rim .a oh '  Jb 22.17 

       ` Am l' y D;v' l[ ;p .y I-h m ;W   

3ms Q P turn from after him 3ms pr.  rxea ;m e  wy r'x ]a ;m e Wrs ' !Ke -l[;  rv,a ]  Jb 34.27 

       ` Wly Kif.h i a Ol wy k 'r 'D. -lk 'w>   

       y li[/B; tApy rih '  %A tB . vT e k.M ;B ; ly wIa /h '- ta ,- vAT k. Ti ~ ai Pr 27.22 

3fs Q F not turn from upon him 3ms pr.  l[;m e  ` ATl.W:a i wy l '['m e rWs t'-a Ol   

3ms Q J turn to here Adv  h N"h e h N"h e rs uy " y tip ,-y m i  Pr 9.4/16 

` AL h r'm .a ' ble- rs ; x]w:  :16b     ` AL h r'm .a ' ble- rs ; x]  || 9.16b 

       ry zIx]  @a ;B . bh ' z" ~ z<n <  Pr 11.22 

fs Q Ptc turn [from] taste N ~ [;j '   ` ~ [;j ' t r;s 'w> h p 'y " h V 'a i   

3ms Q P turn aside      Wxl'a /n <  wD' x.y : rs ' l Koh ;  Ps 14.3 

       ` dx'a , -~ G: !y a e b Aj-h fe[o  ! y a e  
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Appendix D:  THE NOUN TA‘AM IN BIBLICAL HEBREW 
 

Reference MT (BHS) Gloss Referent Parallel 

Pr 11.22 .<ûf* tr~s*w+ hp*ỳ hV*a! ryz]j& [âB= bh*z̀ <z\n\  woman  
Ex 16.31 .vb*d+B! tj!yP!x̂K= w{mu=f̂w+ taste, flavour manna cakes with 

honey 
Nu 11.8 ./m#V*ĥ dv̂l= <ûf^K= w{mu=f^ hỳh*w+ taste, flavour manna cakes with oil 

Jb 6.6 .tWmL*ĵ ryr]B= <ûf̂-vy\-<a! jl̂m#-yl!B=m! lp@T* lk@a*y}h& taste, flavour plant juice  
Jr 48.11 wyr̀m*v=-la# aWh fq}v)w+ wyr̀WuN+m! ba*om /n~a&v̂ 

yl!K#-la# yl!K=m! qr~Wh-aOw+ 
.rm*ǹ aO w{jyr}w+ w{B w{mu=f^ dm̂u* /K@-lû El*h* aO hl*oGb̂W 

taste, flavour wine [Moab as 
…] 

 

1 Sam 

25.33 

<ym!d̀b= aoBm! hZ\ĥ <oYĥ yn]t!l!K= rv#a& T=a* hk*Wrb=W Em@u=f^ 
EWrb*W 

.yl! yd]ỳ u~v@h)w+ 

discernment Abigail  

1 Sam 

21.14 

<d̀ỳB= ll@h)t=Y]w~ <h#yn}yu@B= w{mu=f-̂ta# w{Nv̂y+w~ 
.w{nq̀z+-la# w{ryr] dr\oYw~ rûV̂ĥ totl=D~-lû ¬wyt*y+¬w~ wt̂y+w~ 

behaviour(?); 
discernment(?) 

David act madly 
mark doors 
spits on beard 

Ps 34.1 .El̂Y}w~ Whv@r&g`y+w~ El#m#yb!a& yn}p=l! w{mu=f̂-ta# w{toNv̂B= dw]d̀l= behaviour(?); 
discernment(?) 

David cf. 1 Sam 21.14 

Ps 119.66  .yT!n+m*a$h# ;yt#w{x=m!b= yK! yn]d}M=l̂ tûd~w` <ûf̂ bWf discernment  knowledge 
Jb 12.20 .jQ̀y] <yn]q}z+ <ûf̂w+ <yn]m*a$n\l= hp*c* rys!m@ discernment elders lip 
Pr 26.16  .<ûf* yb@yv!m= hu*b=V!m! wyǹyu@B= lx@u* <k*j* discernment(?); 

[wise] behaviour(?) 
wise sluggard 

Jon 3.7 rm)al@ wyl*d)g+W El#M#ĥ <ûF^m! hw}n+yn]B= rm#aY{w~ qu@z+Y~w~ 
hm*Wam= Wmu&f=y]-lâ /aX)ĥw+ rq̀B*ĥ hm*h@B=ĥw+ <d̀a*h* 

 .WTv=y]-lâ <y]m̂W Wur+y]-lâ 

proclamation (Ak > Ar > 
Hb) 

king & nobles [content of 
proclamation] 
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Appendix E:  THE NOUN NEZEM IN BIBLICAL HEBREW 
 

Reference MT (BHS) Substance Location 

Gn 24.22 h*yd\ỳ-lû <yd]ym!x= yn}v=W w{lq̀v=m! uq~B# bh*z` <z\n\ vya!h* jQ~Y]w~ .<l*q̀v=m! bh*z` hr̀c*u& gold [nose] 
Gn 24.30 w{tj)a& yd}y+-lû <yd]m!X=ĥ-ta#w+ <z\N\ĥ-ta# ta)r+K! yh!y+w~ [gold] [nose] 
Gn 24.47 .h*yd\ỳ-lû <yd]ym!X=ĥw+ HP*â-lû <z\N\ĥ <c!a*ẁ [gold] nose 
Gn 35.4 <d̀ỳB= rv#a& rk*N}ĥ yh@Oa$-lK* ta@ bq)u&y~-la# WnT=Y]w~ 

<h#yn}z+a*B= rv#a& <ym!z̀N+ĥ-ta#w+ 
 ear 

Ex 32.2 <k#yt@n{b=W <k#yn}B= <k#yv@n+ yn}z+a*B= rv#a& bh*Z̀ĥ ym@z+n] Wqr+P* gold ear 
Ex 32.3 <h#yn}z+a*B= rv#a& bh*Z̀ĥ ym@z+n]-ta# <u*h*-lK* Wqr+P*t=Y]w~ gold ear 

Ex 35.22 bh*z` yl!K=-lK* zm*Wkw+ tûB̂f^w+ <z\n\ẁ jj* Wayb!h@ gold  
Jg 8.24 <h#l* bh*z̀ ym@z+n]-yK! w{ll*v= <z\n\ vya! yl!-Wnt=W gold  
Jg 8.25 .w{ll*v= <z\n\ vya! hM*v* Wkyl!v=Y~w~ [gold]  
Jg 8.26 bh*z` toam@-ub̂v=W [l#a# la*v* rv#a& bh*Z`ĥ ym@z+n] lq~v=m! yh!y+w~ gold  
Is 3.21 .[a*h* ym@z+n]w+ touB*F̂ĥ  nose 

Ezk 16.12 EP@â-lû <z\n\ /T@a#ẁ  nose 
Ho 2.15 Ht*ỳl=j#w+ Hm*z+n] dûT̂w~   
Jb 42.11 .dj*a# bh*z` <z\n\ vya!w+ tj*a# hf*yc!q+ vya! w{l-WnT=Y]w~ gold  
Pr 11.22 .<ûf* tr~s*w+ hp*ỳ hV*a! ryz]j& [âB= bh*z̀ <z\n\ gold nose 
Pr 25.12 .tûm*v) /z\a)-lû <k*j* j~yk!om <t#k*-yl!j&w~ bh*z` <z\n\ gold  

 
1. Due to contextual overlap (e.g., Gn 24.22, 30, 47 all refer to the same ring), there are references to eleven different “rings” (sg. nezem) in Biblical 

Hebrew. 
2. When a substance is mentioned, it is always gold (Gn 24.22, 30, 47; Ex 32.2, 3; 35.22; Jg 8.24-26; Jb 42.11; Pr 11.22; 25.12). 
3. Nezem may refer to earrings (Gn 35.4; Ex 32.2-3), nose rings (Gn 24.22, 30, 47; Is 3.21; Ezk 16.12; Pr 11.22), or its location may not be identified (Ex 

5.22; Jg 8.24-26; Ho 2.15; Jb 42.11; Pr 25.12). 
 


